[Genetic studies in communication disorders].
To review current literature on population, cytogenetic and molecular studies of specific language disorders (SLD) and pervasive developmental disorders (PDD). Clinical concordance studies in twins and in vertical familial groups suggest polygenic multifactorial modes of inheritance, but in some families an autosomal dominant model may be present. The data favour not a modular, but rather a molar model of the relationship between genes and neural abilities for communicative behaviors. Several extensive genome screenings have demonstrated linkage to specific markers on 7q for SLD, and on 7q and 2q for PDD. The strong evidence of linkage on 7q for both disorders has led to the hypothesis that this region contains several separate quantitative trait loci (QTL) related to different communicative abilities. Mutations in different QTL would facilitate the different disabilities and stereotyped behaviors associated with the phenotypic spectrum of PDD. There are other candidate regions for QTLs but the linkage is weaker and there is little agreement between studies; due, in part, to over extensive inclusion criteria and small sizes of familial groups. To enhance linkage research in further molecular genetic studies, clinicians must refine behavioral target traits when selecting familial groups and enlarge the size of familial groups by including non handicapped members with related behavioral traits. At present, a chromosome region in 7q shows the strongest evidence for communication related QTL, but other QTL need to be identified elsewhere in the genome in order to explain the genetic contribution to the large spectrum of language and autistic disorders.